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CHEAT SHEET

GEFORCE GARAGE ANTEC 900 SERIES

HOW TO CUT A
CASE WINDOW
FEATURING

ROD ROSENBERG OF BSMODS.COM

Our second series of skill guides for PC modders begins
with a new chassis that’s been a favorite among modders
since its introduction in 2006: the Antec 900. Unlike the
gargantuan Red Harbinger Cross Desk featured in our last
series, the Antec 900 is a standard PC chassis—one that’s
built like a fortress, but moddable with traditional tools and
roomy enough to house as many GPUs as you can afford to
stuff into it.

LEVEL: EXPERT
TIME: 2 HOURS
COST: $$$

The Antec 900 has always featured a distinctive case
window that looks a bit like Pac-Man about to chomp down
on the built-in 120mm fan mount, but if you have big plans
for the components, cooling, and interior customization like
we do, then you’re gonna want something that shows off
your hard work and craftsmanship to its fullest effect.

SANDPAPER

So we’ve brought in Rod Rosenberg of bsmods.com—twotime winner of the PDXLAN Case Mod competition and
half of the winning team of last year’s GeForce Garage
MOD24 competition—to show us how to create a flawless,
competition-ready case window for any chassis that’ll
properly frame the interior of your rig and won’t take off
any skin when you want to swap out the glass or acrylic.

MATERIALS:
MASKING TAPE
SHARPIE
WOOD FOR CUTTING TEMPLATE

TOOLS:
GLOVES
HEARING PROTECTION
SAFETY GOGGLES/FACE SHIELD
TAPE MEASURE
COMBINATION SQUARE
RULER
CALIPERS
CORDLESS DRILL
JIGSAW
ROUTER WITH BALL-BEARING

The safety apparatus used in the video—gloves,
hearing protection, goggles, and face mask—
aren’t optional. Metal bits are going to be flying
everywhere, and skimping on safety measures
won’t save you any time or money if you end up in the ER.
www.geforce.com/garage

FLUSH-CUT BIT
DEBURRING TOOL
FILES
GASKET MAKER
SANDER
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HOW TO CUT A CASE WINDOW
STEP 1:

Make sure your window material
fits.
Check the size of your panel
material against the inside of
case panel by taping it in first
and re-attaching the panel to
the chassis. Make sure it latches
properly!

STEP 2:

Measure and mark window
dimensions on the panel.
Use the calipers to mark out your
window dimensions, allowing for
an additional quarter of an inch
from the edges of the window all
around as indicated in the video.

STEP 3:

Apply tape around the perimeter
of the cut.
The tape not only acts as a guide
for your cuts, but also protects the
rest of the panel from dings and
scratches while you work. Also,
now’s a good time to double-check
your measurements.

www.geforce.com/garage
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HOW TO CUT A CASE WINDOW
STEP 4:

Cut holes in panel to prepare for
jigsaw.
Rod’s using a Sharpie and a 3/8”
bit to mark and drill pilot holes
for the jigsaw. Note that he’s now
wearing his goggles. You should
be, too.

STEP 5:

Make a rough cut with the jigsaw.
Use the pilot holes to cut inside
your measurements with the
jigsaw. Push the edge of the
panel off the edge of your working
surface to provide space for the
jigsaw blade and cut at a slow,
consistent speed.

STEP 6:

Position your panel inside the
router template.
While not strictly necessary, the
wooden template Rod cut from the
measurements in Step 2 makes
finishing the cut with a router
much faster, leaving the window
with a clean, fine edge that differentiates a basic job from a pro
mod. As you can see in the video,
Rod uses small wooden struts to
support the case panel inside the
template.

www.geforce.com/garage
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HOW TO CUT A CASE WINDOW
STEP 7:

Drill three screws on each side
of the template to secure it to the
panel.
Use clamps to secure the template while you drill the holes. You
are of course wearing your safety
goggles again.

STEP 8:

Go to Safety Protocol Alpha.
Before you deploy the router, put
in your earplugs, put on your
gloves, and replace the goggles
with a full face shield. The router
will be spitting out high-velocity
metal particles, and you don’t
want to come out of this looking
like Pinhead.

STEP 9:

Apply the router to the exposed
edges.
Use a firm grip when applying the
router to the edges of the panel
that are exposed by the template
and take your time while the
router does its thing. Protip: Move
the router clockwise for better
control!

www.geforce.com/garage
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HOW TO CUT A CASE WINDOW
STEP 10:

Remove the panel from the
template and deburr.
Remember—the panel edges are
very sharp! Use the deburring tool
carefully to smooth out the edges
and de-weaponize them further
with the files.

STEP 11:

Finish the edges with the sander.
Remember to wear your safety
goggles as you apply the finishing
touches to the edges with the
sander. Man, you are really getting
your money’s worth out of those
goggles.

STEP 12:

Mark the inside edges of the
acrylic inside the panel.
Do this with the protective layer
still on the acrylic, and do it only
on one side. This shows us where
to apply the sander to the inside
edge to prep it for adhesive.

www.geforce.com/garage
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HOW TO CUT A CASE WINDOW
STEP 13:

Sand the acrylic up to the marks.
Remove the protective layer from
the unmarked side of the acrylic,
and sand up to the line established
by your marks on the other side.

STEP 14:

Apply the adhesive to both acrylic
and case panel.
Rod’s using the Permatex “Right
Stuff” Gasket Maker as the
adhesive. Unless you’re creating
a submersible PC or bathysphere,
you won’t need to goop it on too
heavily.

STEP 15:

Carefully insert the acrylic into
the case panel frame.
Be careful not to scratch the exposed acrylic when you place the
panel. Weight it with some wood
or books, and let the adhesive set
according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

www.geforce.com/garage
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HOW TO CUT A CASE WINDOW
STEP 16:

Clean up the panel.
Remove the protective layer
from the back of the acrylic, and
remove the tape from the front of
the panel. There is no limit to the
amount of time you’re permitted
to admire your handiwork.
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